Murder Mystery

Solving Mock Crimes Allow Novel Interactions

Heidi Opdyke

It’s not always the butler who did it. One year it was Amy Burkert.

That year, Burkert, vice provost for education, pitched the idea of a Biology Murder Mystery Dinner to then-department head Bill Brown to foster student-faculty interaction and aid development of the departmental community.

And it’s worked.

For a number of years the Biological Sciences Student Advisory Council (Bio-SAC) has hosted death as a departmental initiative with its interactive Murder Mystery Dinners early in the spring semester. A public show will take place Continued on page eight.

Magical Madrigal

Karen Stump, director of undergraduate studies and director of laboratories for Chemistry, was among the performers at this year’s Madrigal Dinner. More than 300 guests attended.

Carnegie Mellon’s ninth president is expected to be named in the spring, a few months before President Cohon’s term expires on June 30, 2013.

Cohon switched gears from the presidential search to discuss the Pittsburgh campus and international university locales. He noted the Pittsburgh campus master plan was approved by City Council earlier this year and said there were no definite plans yet for land acquired along Forbes Avenue and to the north of Forbes.

He said it would most likely be developed into a “mixed-use” site with academic buildings, another business incubator like the Robert Mehrabian Collaborative Innovation Center, a hotel and retail space in the area.

In the future, he said he expected the

Continued on page five.

Giving Back

Bruce Gerson

At Staff Council’s Open Forum with the President in late November, President Jared L. Cohon covered a range of topics, from the ongoing presidential search to university growth in Pittsburgh and around the world.

Cohon began the session by answering a pre-submitted question about the presidential search that began last February with the naming of the search committee. He said the search committee, which consists of nine trustees and eight faculty, have “worked through several hundred names” and that the list is now down to “about a dozen or so.” He said the committee will be conducting interviews in the coming weeks. President Cohon said faculty, staff and student representatives would be selected to meet with final candidates next semester.

Carnegie Mellon’s ninth president is...
INI Team’s iSports App Wins ESPN Hackathon for Women

Ann Lyon Ritchie

An image is worth a thousand words, but a new Android app created by Carnegie Mellon graduate students can take a video and give you even more.

Ditaya Das, Pooja Gada and Divya Natesan, students in the Information Networking Institute’s bicostatal master’s degree program, won the espnW Hack Day for female developers last month at Stanford, Calif., with their iSports app. The Android app can be used for watching sports highlights on YouTube or ESPN.com.

It uses image recognition to identify players in the video and show facts, such as biographical information and player-related statistics using the Mashery API and it mines for tweets by influence over social media using the API (application programming interface). It displays a player’s measured influence over social media using the Mashery API and it mines for tweets by influence over social media using the API (application programming interface).

The trio won best in show and placed first in the category of best use of the Mashery API. The three second-place finishers in the category of best use of the Mashery API were second to last place in the regional ACM-ICPC Capture the Flag (CTF) competition, spend five to 10 hours a week practicing prior to competitions, said Danny Sleator, professor of computer science and a team coach.

“The practice time, as well as the time spent on weekly online

Competition & Learning

Students Win When Challenged Outside the Classroom

Piper Staff

Students are taking what they learn in the classroom and putting it to the test in national and international competitions. And it’s paying off.

In the last year, CMU students have been recognized for advances in areas such as synthetic biology, architecture, math and security hacking, to name a few.

Mathletes Make Mark

In March 2012, a team made up of then-first-year Knaster-McWilliams Scholars Michael Druggan (S’15), Albert Gu (S’15) and Archit Kulkarni found out that they placed second in the Mathematical Association of America’s William Lowell Putnam Competition, the premier mathematics contest for undergraduate students.

The competition took place once again on Dec. 1 of this year, when during a six-hour math marathon 135 CMU students attempted to solve 12-complex mathematical problems, using a combination of concepts taught in college mathematics courses paired with creative thinking. Results won’t be determined until March.

Po-Shen Loh, assistant professor of mathematical sciences and the team’s coach, teaches a 3-credit course in the fall preparing students for the experience.

More than 120 students from across the university were enrolled in the class.

“This is the road to getting all of these great internships and expelling in normal math classes,” Loh said of the course. “You develop the generic ability to solve problems and understand concepts, and then when you go to take an advanced class in graduate math, you will be better equipped for it.”

For Loh and John Mackey, a teaching professor and associate department head of math who previously taught the class, the end goal is having

“Capture the Flag”

Two teams of undergraduates finished first and second in the finals of the Cybersecurity Awareness Week’s (CSAW) Capture the Flag (CTF) competition in November at the Polytechnic Institute of New York University, billed as the world’s largest student hacking contest.

CTF is a computer security war game in which teams try to break into opponents’ computer systems while defending their own. Each contest can last 24-48 hours, continuously around the clock. The oft-victorious Plaid Parliament of Pwning (PPP) teams, coached by David Brumley, assistant professor of electrical and computer engineering (ECE), participate in six to 10 competitions each semester and travel to five distant competitions — two in South Korea and one each in Russia, New York City and Las Vegas — each year.

“If you’re interested in computer security and you want to do things legally, there aren’t that many other opportunities to gain practical experience,” Tyler Nighswander (CS’13) said of CTF.

The competitions provide hands-on experience that can’t be duplicated in a classroom, he said. More than that, however, the competitions provide extra motivation for tackling some pretty challenging academic subjects.

The PPP1 team — Nighswander, Alex Reece (CS’13), John Davis (CS’13) and Maxime Serrano (E’15)
Asian Tour

Cohon Visits Alumni; Celebrates New Partnership in China

Piper Staff

During a whirlwind 12-day Asian tour of eight cities, President Jared L. Cohon met with alumni and introduced a new Carnegie Mellon tradition. At each stop, guests toasted with Quaichs, pronounced “quaikes,” which are small, two-handled drinking vessels native to Scotland. Hosts would keep Quaichs in their homes to welcome guests or bid them farewell.

The recent trip included stops in Beijing, Guangzhou, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Singapore, Taipei, Tokyo and Seoul. During a trip to Asia last February, Cohon received an honorary degree from the Korean Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) in Daejeon, Korea.

The university has much to celebrate, including a new College of Engineering (CIT) partnership in China.

CMU Joins Sun Yat-sen

A new joint graduate engineering program, the Joint Institute of Engineering, is being developed by CMU and Sun Yat-sen University in Guangzhou, China. A Nov. 12 ceremony celebrated the partnership and launched the Shunde International Joint Research Institute (JRI) with Shunde District, Foshan City, as a complement program of the JIE.

“We are honored to partner with Sun Yat-sen University, as its distinguished history and educational strengths make it one of China’s leading institutions,” Cohon said. “We look forward to bringing CMU’s strengths in innovation, technology and creative problem solving to the institute, which we hope will be the beginning of a long and productive collaboration between our two universities.”

SYSU President Xu Ningsheng, who led the program’s ceremonial launch, said they selected CMU because its great academic and research reputation is well suited to China’s vision of transitioning its economy from mass labor to technology-driven initiatives within the next decade and fostering future technology leaders with an innovative and entrepreneurial mindset.

The mission of the Joint Institute of Engineering (JIE) will be to further world-class education in engineering and perform cutting-edge research in China. “This is a great opportunity for Carnegie Mellon to expand on its global presence. The education and research program will focus on many important areas so endemic to Carnegie Mellon to help build a top-notch engineering program in China,” said Jimmy Zhu, the ABB Professor of Engineering and head of CMU’s Data Storage Systems Center (DSSC), who is co-heading the new JIE.

The SYSU community is excited to explore a new and effective model for engineering education with CMU. “We hope that the future success of the JIE will form a new effective way in engineering education for SYSU,” said Professor Li Wenjun, the assistant to the president of SYSU who will co-head the JIE with Zhu.

SYSU and its local community are expecting that the JIE and JRI will help local research communities and industries to carry out innovative research and product development, solving the practical engineering problems that will help lead local industry improvement.

SYSU is located about 100 miles northeast of important trade and economic centers like Hong Kong and Macau, giving it access to the Asia-Pacific region’s most vital business hubs.

“We see this joint institute as a way to enhance engineering education in China, develop innovative engineering education programs and educate tomorrow’s leaders,” said Vijayakumar Bhagavatula, CIT interim dean.

CMU’s relationship with China is longstanding, and the university has more than 800 alumni in China. In 1919, the university granted its first Ph.D. in civil engineering to Mao Yisheng, a pre-eminent engineer who designed China’s two most famous bridges — the Qiantang River Bridge near Hangchow and the Yangtze River Bridge in Wuhu.
Help is Available for Students Interested in Global Experiences

Abby Simmons

For the first time in 15 years, Adelaide Agyemang (A/DC’14) went home last summer.

Born in Kasasi, Ghana, Agyemang and her family immigrated to New Jersey when she was four years old. Travel costs prevented her seven-member family from visiting their relatives. Financial resources also presented challenges for trustee Larry Jennings Jr. (S’84, TPR’87), who worked throughout his time at CMU to supplement his financial aid package. It was only after launching a successful career in the financial sector that he was able to travel internationally.

Jennings observed the transformational experience his youngest daughter, June, had during a trip to India. Drawing on that trip and Pittsburgh writer David McCullough’s book “Brave Companions,” he and his wife, Katherine, established the Jennings Brave Family Companions Fund through the Undergraduate Research Office (URO). The fund annually provides four to 10 sophomores and juniors up to $6,000 each to experience the cultural and socio-economic issues facing a developing country. Preference is given to students who have demonstrated financial need and/or have not traveled abroad previously, along with several other criteria.

“International experiences can shape your thinking, help you with graduate school and your direction in life,” Jennings said to 2012 recipients at a recent lunch.

Before departing, Agyemang, a recipient of Jennings’ generosity, wrote in her blog, “As a child, I wanted to be an all-American girl more than I wanted to be a fairie, a princess, a witch, or a knight…. I am often terrified that my family in Ghana will reject my West- ernized self with the same cold finality that I abandoned them with when I was younger.”

Agyemang’s grandfather and three uncles eased her apprehensions at the airport when they draped a cloth over her shoulders with “Akwaaba,” the Twi word for “welcome,” on it. They opened their homes to her, and she observed village life from the vantage point of her aunts’ grocery store.

Agyemang, a sophomore in art and philosophy, also took courses in government and politics, African storytelling and service learning at the University of Ghana at Legon. Her service-learning course included volunteer work at a nongovernmental organization that taught Ghanaians how to develop small businesses.

“This experience helped me to decide that I want to integrate public policy and art into my career,” Agyemang said. Recipients of Brave Family Companions funding also receive a Small Undergraduate Research Grant. Agyemang is working with History Department Professor Edda Fields-Black to develop a performance art piece based on African folk tales for the Meeting of the Minds undergraduate research symposium on May 8.

Helping Students To Obtain Funding

The Office of International Education (OIE) reports that 154 undergraduate and graduate students traveled abroad last summer, accounting for approximately 27 percent of all students who completed international experiences during the 2011-2012 academic year.

Institutional, state and federal financial aid is generally not applicable to summer study abroad, so finding other funding sources is a necessity for many students. Continued on page eleven.

Service Learning

Symposium Shares Best Practices for Combining Volunteerism with Education

Shilo Rea

When Nico Slate joined the History Department, he knew that Carnegie Mellon was a leader in technology. Today, four years later, he knows CMU uses that expertise to help communities and organizations through a robust focus on service learning.

CMU has been recognized by the President’s Higher Education Community Service Honor Roll for the past five years. During the 2011-2012 academic year, students contributed 202,296 community service hours through courses and volunteer activities.

“There are so many wonderful service-learning initiatives on campus — from Modern Languages to the Robotics Institute,” Slate explained. “The challenge is to foster conversations and collaborations across projects.”

With that in mind, Slate organized the “Media, Technology and Service Learning Symposium.”

Sponsored by the Center for the Arts in Society and the Leonard Gelfand Center for Service Learning and Outreach, approximately 50 faculty, staff and students gathered to share ideas and look for ways to collaborate. The symposium’s attendees — ranging from Eberly Center staff and School of Computer Science faculty to Department of Modern Languages faculty and others throughout campus — shared ideas and asked advice on starting community-focused projects.

Marielle Saums, a senior majoring in Global Studies, shared how the student service organization Juntos used GigaPan technology to document communities in Nicaragua.

“I joined the group my sophomore year because I wanted to be involved with community work that had an international connection and impact,” Saums said. She credited several professors including Slate, Karen Faulk, John Soluri and Therese Tardio for helping her frame coursework in a community service context and give it new relevance. “All academic areas, from chemical engineering to fine art, have a community impact, so students from all backgrounds can benefit from a service focus.”

Information Systems (IS) — at the undergraduate level in the Dietrich College and graduate level through the Heinz College — has made service learning a core part of the academic program. Professors Joe Mertz and Jeria Quesenberry shared their experiences at the symposium, stressing that service learning should provide clear and definite community service while maintaining discipline-relevant learning goals for students.

“Our goal with the projects is to expand a community partner’s capacity to use technology to better meet their mission — not just build them a system,” said Mertz, associate teaching professor of information systems.

Quesenberry explained how all IS students take a course their senior year in which they partner with a community client. Student teams have completed projects for Best of the Batch Foundation, Light of Life Ministries, Free Ride Pittsburgh, FBI Cyber Forensics Unit and many more. There is even a global element — several projects have provided service for international organizations, and the course also is taught at Carnegie Mellon Qatar.

“Challenges that we face include students mistaking the client’s project as their project, managing team dynamics and the long-term survivability and maintenance of the projects,” said Quesenberry, assistant teaching professor of information systems. “But, we’re able to put in processes to help mitigate those.”

She added, “It’s wonderful to be at Carnegie Mellon where so many people are doing so much with service learning.” Ideas discussed at the symposium included creating a database of all of the university’s service learning projects and establishing a formal system to follow up with students on their experiences.

“Once we have a database set up,” Slate said, “the next step will be to create a process to keep it continually updated. The rate of innovation on campus is so high that new service initiatives are sprouting up all the time. That is why this is such an exciting place to be for someone interested in service learning.”
Mohammed Fahad Kamal is a 23-year-old Carnegie Mellon Qatar graduate who is a senior business planner for Qatar Petroleum.

But he’s better known as the first Qatari comedian, or as he puts it, the first who’s actually trying to be funny.

His degree in business administration helped him become funnier, he said, and he’s not joking. Business school helped him learn to be a great presenter, to look people in the eye, and to keep his audience hanging on every word … until he delivers that perfectly timed punch line.

His day job starts at 6:30 a.m. It makes it hard to connect with some friends.

“When my friends call me at 10 p.m. to go out for dinner, I tell them I’m sleeping,” he said.

Like many comedians, Kamal started by telling jokes to a couch-full of family and friends. Two years ago, just for a laugh, he entered an open-mic competition organized by the Doha Film Festival.

He didn’t win, but he did meet Bilal Randeree, an Indian who grew up in South Africa. The two started a comedy troupe, which they called Stand Up Comedy Qatar (SUCQ). The troupe supports comedy in the region by developing up-and-coming comedians and hosting events and tours. Beyond that, the organization brings together Qatar’s different communities and breaks down cultural barriers through laughter.

While Kamal comes from what he calls a “very progressive” family, he is, in many ways, a traditional Qatari. He dresses in the thobe (a long white shirt worn over white pants) and headscarf; he had his pick of jobs upon graduation; and he owns the quintessential Qatari vehicle. (No, not a camel, a white Toyota Land Cruiser.)

The secret to making people laugh, Kamal said, is to tell the truth, but exaggerate it. Like his Land Cruiser jokes. (The first thing you have to know about comedy in Qatar is that Arabs — in white Land Cruisers — have a questionable reputation when it comes to driving.) It helps when you’re making fun of your own country.

Kamal never thought people would actually pay money to see him perform, but since 2010 he’s toured in Dubai, Jordan, Kuwait and Saudi, where comedy is still underground.

While he was studying in Pittsburgh last summer, he had the chance to perform in New York. He turned it down, opened with at a recent show at Carnegie Mellon Qatar.

“If you vote for me …” Kamal begins in his thickest Qatari accent, “… not the other guy … I will buy every American family a Land Cruiser. (Pause for effect.)”

“And if you vote for me … not the other guy … every American man will have four wives.”

Kamal poke fun of Qataris and expats; men and women; current affairs and tradition. The only things that are truly off limits, he said, are religion, anything “too sexual” and fat jokes.

Even his parents feature in his acts, like in a conversation Kamal reenacted during his Carnegie Mellon show.

Neither of his parents has been to a SUCQ show, he said, but they watch his videos online. And his father, a renowned dermatologist, will even suggest jokes at his own expense.

But they ‘d rather he keep his day job, which is fine with Kamal, since Qatar’s comedy scene isn’t lucrative enough to pay the bills.

**Kamal’s videos have been viewed more than 40,000 times. Check them out at:**

[www.youtube.com/user/mohammedcomedy](http://www.youtube.com/user/mohammedcomedy)
Giving Back
University Faculty, Staff, Students Offer Thanks, Assistance

This time of the year the Carnegie Mellon community finds more ways than ever to give back. Read about a handful of recent efforts below.

Taking the Plunge
From left: CMU Officer Dan Janeda, his wife, Shaina, Officer Stacy Griffin and Dispatcher Heather O’Brien ran into the Allegheny River near Heinz Field on Sunday, Dec. 2, as part of this year’s Pittsburgh Polar Plunge, a fundraiser for the Special Olympics of Pennsylvania, which raised more than $300,000. This is the second year the department has participated. CMU raised $6,468 and placed sixth in donations out of 140 teams.

Members of the department also volunteered their time and assisted with regional Special Olympics competitions last spring. In September, a Special Olympics seminar was hosted on campus for 40 volunteers who received training in order to coach, assist and mentor athletes.

Honoring Service
Capt. Thomas Calabrese, commanding officer of Carnegie Mellon Naval ROTC, greeted veterans including Bill Rodgers, Harold Huckstein and Mark Connelly, Housing operations assistant at CMU, at a flag-raising ceremony in honor of Veterans Day. The event honored the more than 200 CMU students, faculty and staff who are veterans as well as alumni and members of the local community who served in the U.S. Armed Forces. The ceremony included a moment of silence for CMU alumnus Lt. Col. Christopher “Otic” Raible, who died leading a counterattack against enemy forces Sept. 14 at Camp Bastion in the Helmand Province, Afghanistan, while deployed in support of Operation Enduring Freedom. He earned a degree in civil and environmental engineering from CMU in 1995 before being commissioned a second lieutenant in the Marine Corps.

United Front
As of Dec. 3, the Carnegie Mellon community has raised $90,850 for the 2012 United Way Campaign, which wraps up Dec. 21. The United Way supports those in need through the many health and human service organizations in the region, and a special fund has been established to help the victims of Hurricane Sandy.

To make your donation, go to www.cmu.edu/hr/unitedway/

Toys for Tots
Jim Temple spoke about his grandmother Virginia O’Hanlon, pictured with herself as a child in the photo, at this year’s Toys for Tots kickoff. O’Hanlon is famous for writing to The New York Sun when she was 8 years old to ask if there was no such thing as Santa. At the kickoff, Temple read Francis P. Church’s famous response, “Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus.” In addition to Temple, the event featured an old-fashioned barbershop quartet, the CMU Navy ROTC unit and bagpipers. CMU students also launched a “Postcards for Patients” drive that will recognize the efforts of U.S. war veterans.

Photo by Ken Andreiyo
Stocking the Shelves

This year’s winning Cans Across the Cut team from Civil & Environmental Engineering included Cornelia Moore, Andrea Francioni Rodney, Ron Roper, Dwayne Lehman, Donna Marr and Nathan Kotecki. For the 19th year, Staff Council sponsored its annual Food Drive, which donated nearly 7,400 pounds of food and $5,000 dollars to the Greater Pittsburgh Community Food Bank. The food bank stores and distributes food and household products to nearly 350 charitable agencies in southwestern Pennsylvania. The drive ran from Oct. 29 through Nov. 9.

Knit & Purl

The Carnegie Mellon Women’s Association’s Knit and Crochet Club donates hats and scarves each year to the Jewish Family & Children’s Service of Pittsburgh’s Refugee Resettlement Services. For the past two years, the club has annually donated more than 40 items. The group meets once a month.

Kibble for Kitties

Ann Yeager, marketing director of the Animal Rescue League Shelter and Wildlife Center, was on hand for the Society of Automotive Engineering Race Team’s event to raise awareness for the plight of abandoned cats and kittens. The students collected $200 worth of cat food for their Make A Difference Day drive dubbed “Kibble for Kitties.” The event featured King’s Restaurant’s Frownie Brownie helping students pack food boxes for the Animal Shelter, and was supported by the Point Breeze Veterinary Clinic, Frick Park Market and Smiley’s Pet Pad.
More than 60 students from 14 high schools got a taste of a crime scene investigation during an interactive outreach program offered by Carnegie Mellon Qatar’s biological sciences and computational biology programs.

The Biotechnology Explorer Program, similar to outreach efforts at the Pittsburgh campus, engages secondary school students through hands-on laboratory experiences while teaching them the science behind the techniques they learn.

When students entered the classroom, they saw a “crime scene,” complete with an outline of the victim’s body on the floor. They then became forensic experts, collecting DNA samples from both the crime scene and the five suspects. They broke the DNA into specific fragments using restriction enzymes and used a technique called DNA gel electrophoresis to determine the size of their fragments.

After staining their gels to see the DNA and taking a picture of their gels, they were able to compare the pattern of DNA fragments from the crime scene to see if it matched any of the suspects. A match would indicate they had found the murderer.

Kenneth Hovis, assistant teaching professor of biology at Carnegie Mellon University in Qatar, used to assist Carrie Doonan with outreach efforts at the Pittsburgh campus.

“One of my primary goals with this program is to get high school students in this region excited about biology. This activity gets them interested in the problem they are trying to solve, and they forgot that they are learning a lot,” Hovis said.

“My second goal is to help teach and prepare students to be successful as they enter the university setting to study sciences. The techniques they learn during the course of this program are basic techniques they will use in nearly any biology or pre-med program they might enter,” Hovis added.

During last year’s program, Carnegie Mellon taught students about their immune system and simulated a disease outbreak among the participants. Students had to determine if they were affected, by following the data trail backward to pinpoint the source of the infection.

Biotechnology Explorer Program, is now a CMU first-year student in biology.

High school students examine gel to identify the DNA band patterns. Rayan Mahmoud (center), graduate of the Biotechnology Explorer Program, is now a CMU first-year student in biology.

Ken Hovis, at left, shows two high school students DNA patterns on a gel. In the background is Mesi Elgendi (‘13), who conducted research in Pittsburgh this summer.

Solving BioSAC Mystery Provides Novel Interactions

Continued from page one

on Monday, Feb. 18, and a private Biology Department dinner performance will be on Wednesday, Feb. 20.

The evening has become an annual tradition with students and faculty members in the cast.

“It’s a creative outlet for our students who enjoy theater performance or theatrical arts,” said Maggie Braun, assistant department head for undergraduate affairs in Biology.

Often students volunteer to write the scripts themselves, and Braun said they draw on their experiences from biology.

“There will be a lot of inside jokes about classes and things like that,” she said.

The two-act plays generally have spoofed everything from students competing for a prestigious medical school scholarship to last year’s poster session with a Batman appearance.

This year, the murder will take place at the MCS Ball, an annual spring dance.

Carrie Doonan, director of undergraduate laboratories, has been asked by the students to be a zany character every year except for the first one.

“Teaching is a lot like acting, it really helps build your teaching skills,” she said. “I think it’s very natural to go from teaching to acting. And it’s fun. I love it.”

The opportunity lets her see students in a new light.

“I see another side of their personality out of the classroom, and I love to see their creative side. I am impressed with their dedication to doing this and their commitment,” she said.

Andrew McCoy, who has been involved with the show since his freshman year, said the same was true for students regarding faculty.

“It’s always a lot of fun to cast faculty into roles that they would otherwise not play in everyday life,” he said. Last year Justin Crowley, director of the Health Professions Program, played Batman, Doonan was a football jock and Braun played a social media maven who spoke in text lingo. “Faculty always have fun participating and it’s a great way to get to know your faculty outside of the classroom.”

Audience members benefit from the experience as well. At the Biology Department’s performance, faculty and students work together to try and solve the murder.

“When you give a set of people a task to do, like pay attention, solve the clues, that really breaks down barriers,” Doonan said. “It facilitates the conversation, you really get to know other people, and it builds this camaraderie.”

The result ends up having students more at ease with contacting faculty about discussing research or other ways to become more involved.

This is just one of the outreach projects that BioSAC sponsors to promote biology on campus and in the greater Pittsburgh region. Braun said students build a booth at Spring Carnival, have raised more than $46,000 for Relay for Life and carry out science outreach with high school students through the Biological Sciences Outreach Program.
Online and In Person

Tepper School Introduces New Model for MBA

Mark Burd

The Tepper School of Business will offer its world-class MBA in a new blend of online and onsite formats beginning in the fall of 2013. The FlexMBA program creates a new model for online business education, combining in-person sessions, online classes and self-paced learning to deliver the same coursework, faculty, team interaction, personal leadership coaching and career services found in the school’s highly-acclaimed full- and part-time MBA programs.

In contrast to current trends that are building increasingly larger online classes, the FlexMBA approach delivers the MBA program to focused sections of 20-30 students, who will interact frequently with faculty, alumni, school resources, and each other online and in person.

“The new FlexMBA model draws on our school’s experience earned over nearly two decades of successful graduate-level distance-learning programs and combines that knowledge with our expertise in traditional full- and part-time MBA education,” said Michael Trick, senior associate dean for education at the Tepper School. “Maintaining quality and consistency across all our MBA delivery platforms is paramount. The flexibility of the FlexMBA format makes it convenient for students anywhere in North America to access our curriculum and faculty.”

The 32-month FlexMBA curriculum will be delivered via an innovative combination of onsite and online channels. Students will complete two courses each seven-week mini semester, which will begin and end during “Access Weekends,” repeating three-day events that bring the students and faculty in a course together in a single location roughly every seven weeks. The rest of the course will be delivered via weekly interactive live-video classes, supported by a variety of online self-paced learning activities during the week.

“By utilizing diversified channels, we will offer the flexibility of online education while maintaining the high-quality interaction of the MBA student experience found in our traditional programs,” Trick said. “‘Access Weekends’ will be an important channel to provide students with direct interaction with faculty, alumni, personal leadership coaches, career services and each other. Rotating the location of these weekends to different geographic areas also allows us to involve different alumni and industries and to further create a unique and valuable student experience.”

Access weekends will offer an action-packed three full days of lectures, testing, group development and presentations, career services, and access to alumni and corporate programs from within the region. The weekly online class for each course will provide the opportunity for students to interact with the faculty to clarify and strengthen their command of the weekly material and apply it to relevant business situations through case discussions.

“Going forward, we plan to maintain an adaptive open architecture for the delivery technologies that the program uses, so that we can take advantage of new online technologies as they are developed,” Trick said. “The integration of new technologies and channels to offer this flexibility in delivering our MBA, while maintaining a high level of interactivity is a credit to a committee of thoughtful faculty members with input from all facets of our school community.”

Admission requirements for the FlexMBA program remain the same as for the Tepper School’s full- and part-time MBA programs. The Tepper School is now accepting applications for the new Flex MBA program.

Additive Manufacturing To Seek CMU Students

Chris Swaney

Carnegie Mellon graduate students in engineering will soon be entertaining offers from three companies involved in additive manufacturing, a revolutionary technology also known as 3-D printing, that increases production efficiency while reducing costs.

Earlier this month, Carnegie Mellon engineering professors Gary Fedder, O. Burak Ozdoganlar and C. Fred Higgs III joined Pennsylvania Governor Tom Corbett at Acutronic, a Pittsburgh aerospace industry supplier, where he announced state funding to three Pennsylvania companies to hire graduate students from Carnegie Mellon and Lehigh University to support additive manufacturing projects.

Additive manufacturing technology binds metals and other materials with a proprietary liquid and the finished product is hardened in a furnace. It eliminates the need for bending, molding and welding parts together.

In August, Carnegie Mellon partnered with Lehigh and several other universities, private industries and economic development organizations to win a $30 million grant from the U.S. Department of Defense for a new National Additive Manufacturing Innovation Institute. The project is an offshoot of the Advanced Manufacturing Partnership that President Obama announced at CMU in 2011.

Fedder, CMU professor of electrical and computer engineering and director of the Institute for Complex Engineered Systems, is leading CMU’s additive manufacturing efforts.

English Students Serve Up New Blog at the PG

Shilo Rea

Six students in the Master of Arts in Professional Writing program have spent the semester cooking up a way for the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette to increase readership through social media.

Their recipe for change was a new blog with a focus on food, titled PGPlate.com.

“Food seemed smaller and more manageable than something having to do with sports or the Steelers but still has a very wide appeal,” said James Berndt, who is expected to complete his degree this semester.

“I would joke in class that the number of people who eat in Pittsburgh is greater even than the number of Steelers’ fans, though perhaps by a narrow margin, so the choice of food as a blogger category made sense,” said Tom O’Boyle, an adjunct English professor who structured his professional writing project course to encourage students to pay attention to the changes in journalism. O’Boyle’s full-time job is senior manager of audience and associated strategies at the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.

Self-proclaimed foodie Veronica Kawka believed there was a strong food community in Pittsburgh that they could take advantage of. “We started researching food bloggers in the area and found 50,” she said.

“That only escalated our idea.”

The team thought that if they could convince existing Pittsburgh food bloggers to partner with the Post-Gazette for the new site, it would be a win-win.

In addition to identifying and reaching out to prospective bloggers, the team also laid out detailed plans for the website, including the site’s functionality, features and look and feel.

“We gave the Post-Gazette a plan to slowly implement more technically advanced features,” Berndt said. “The version of PGPlate.com that launched was phase one. Future phases will have more gaming elements to help readers determine the credibility of the bloggers. Bloggers will get points for things like testing recipes, uploading pictures and submitting restaurant reviews.”

One of the most challenging aspects of the project was the team’s immersion into the business of new media — something entirely new for the students.

“As writers, we had to expand our repertoire to do business and marketing,” Kawka said. “We had to present the big picture to the Post-Gazette — the feasibility of the project, the marketing plan, where the financial resources would come from and the design and functionality of the product.

“It was great to learn it all by doing a real project,” she said.
Binta Niambi Brown didn’t get to run her first New York City marathon this year, thanks to Hurricane Sandy. Instead she wore her race shirt while she volunteered to help victims of the massive storm that swept through her adopted city.

“For me personally, the fact of survival means certain responsibilities,” she wrote in a Huffington Post blog about her experience.

Brown will deliver the keynote speech, “Remember Your Name,” for CMU’s 2013 MLK Day celebration on Jan. 21.

A partner in the Corporate Practice Group of the New York office of Kirkland & Ellis LLP, she has represented corporate clients in connection with merger and acquisition transactions, public and private debt and equity offerings, and secured debt financings. She advocates that pro bono work should be made a requirement for attorneys rather than a recommendation. Some of her own volunteer work has included advocating on behalf of women and girls, assisting with democratic institution building and rule-of-law reforms, and engaging in other human rights matters throughout the world.

Fortune Magazine named the self-described “problem solver” to its list of business’s 40 under 40 “hottest rising stars,” and the World Economic Forum honored her as a Young Global Leader in early 2012. She also was named one of the 2011 “40 Under 40” professionals in Crain’s New York Business, and the National Organization for Women recognized her as a “Woman of Power and Influence” in June 2011. Super Lawyers Magazine listed her as a New York “Rising Star” in September 2011.

In 2005, the U.S. Army and the Fifth Division of the Iraqi Army honored Brown for her pro bono support of a military operation that resulted in securing emergency medical care in the U.S. for a young Iraqi civilian.

A graduate of Barnard College and Columbia Law School, Brown is a member of the Council on Foreign Relations and a Truman National Security Fellow. She also is a member of the Board of Trustees of Barnard College, Columbia University, the New York City Parks Foundation and the American Theatre Wing. She is a member of the Board of Directors of Human Rights First.

Arrangements for the appearance of Brown were made through The Guild Agency Speakers Bureau.

Carnegie Mellon celebrates MLK Day with “A Day On, not a Day Off” through community and civic engagement to honor Dr. King’s legacy of tolerance, peace and equality. Students, faculty, and staff enjoy projects and events relating to social change, community building, diversity and multicultural understanding. Past projects have highlighted social issues such as hunger, homelessness, racism and poverty.

### News Briefs

**ORIC and OSP Move to WQED Building**

The Office of Research Integrity and Compliance (ORIC) and the Office of Sponsored Programs (OSP) have moved from Warner Hall to the nearby WQED building at 4802 Fifth Ave. The move provides much needed space and will accommodate anticipated future growth. The ORIC is on the first floor and the OSP is on the second floor of the building.

While the walkway from the rear of the Morewood parking lot to WQED is being renovated, visitors to the ORIC and/or OSP should take the short walk through the Morewood parking lot to Devonshire Street. Take Devonshire to Fifth Avenue. Turn left on Fifth and left again into the WQED visitors’ parking lot. Walk to the rear of the lot and use the speakerphone at the back entrance to contact administrative assistant Darlene Kapcin. Please note that onsite visitor parking for the ORIC and OSP is not available.

Disabled visitors should enter through the front door of the building and proceed to the WQED receptionist for directions. There is a disabled parking spot in the WQED visitors’ lot, which is available on a first-come, first-served basis.

All phone numbers for ORIC and OSP staff remain the same. All documents and paperwork for the offices should be dropped off with Kapcin in the reception area adjacent to our entrance at the rear of the WQED building. Send mail to the offices at: WQED Building, 5000 Forbes Ave.

Questions should be directed to Kapcin at 412-268-8746.

**Wagner Hosts Broadway Performances for Alumni**

Alumna and Life Trustee Paula Wagner, a Hollywood producer and owner of Chestnut Ridge Productions, will host a performance of one of her most recent Broadway productions for Carnegie Mellon alumni in New York City.


Wagner is excited about her new venture and said she has been well prepared for her career as a result of her Carnegie Mellon training.

“Through my extensive conservatory training at CMU, I was well prepared for the entertainment industry,” she said. “The rigor and discipline of this education also allowed me to segue into film, where I spent most of my career. Finally, it has been the foundation that has allowed me to once again embrace the theater with this production of ‘The Heiress.’ It was at CMU that I first studied and analyzed ‘The Heiress.’”

Earlier this month, she invited alumni to see one of her other recent productions, “Grace,” starring Paul Rudd, Michael Shannon, Ed Asner, and Kate Arrington, at the Cort Theatre at 138 West 48th Street. Following the performance, Wagner hosted the alumni audience for a talkback about the performance.


Wagner has been involved in some of the world’s most successful and critically acclaimed films, including “The Others,” “Mission: Impossible,” “The Last Samurai” and “Vanilla Sky.” A summa cum laude graduate, Wagner now serves as an adjunct faculty member in the Heinz College’s Master of Entertainment Industry Management program.

**Startup Adds Footprint in Silicon Valley**

Neon, the Carnegie Mellon startup that uses cognitive neuroscience to improve online video clicks, has added a footprint at the Silicon Valley campus to take advantage of business opportunities and to work with students in Carnegie Mellon’s Master of Entertainment Industry Management program in Los Angeles. While Neon moves to the West Coast, Michael J. Tarr, Neon co-founder and senior technical adviser, remains in Pittsburgh.

“We are excited to be the first startup from CMU’s Pittsburgh campus to take the opportunity to move to Silicon Valley,” said Sophie Lebrecht, Neon CEO and co-founder. “This move puts us where we can work face-to-face to build partnerships, collaborations and a strong customer base with video publishers and platforms. And, by having Michael in Pittsburgh, we will benefit from remaining strongly connected to its rich scientific community.”

**Sponsored Programs**

The Office of Sponsored Programs (OSP) has moved to the WQED Building at 4802 Fifth Ave. The new office space will provide much needed space and will accommodate anticipated future growth.

### Grossmann Honored by Argentina’s Government

Chemical Engineering Professor Ignacio Grossmann received the Luis Federico Leloir Award from Argentina’s Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation on Nov. 23 in the Palacio de San Martin in Buenos Aires. Grossmann was given the award for his collaborations with Argentinean researchers in processes systems engineering, and for strengthening their scientific and technological capabilities. Other recipients of this award included researchers in the areas of physics, nanotechnology, medicine, biology, oceanography and geology.

**Physicist Wins Condensed Matter Prize**

Emeritus Professor of Physics Luc Berger has been named a winner of the 2013 Oliver E. Buckley Condensed Matter Prize by the American Physical Society (APS). The prestigious prize recognizes and encourages outstanding theoretical or experimental contributions to condensed-matter physics and is awarded for a highly important contribution to the...
Fitness Challenge Aims at Getting People To Exercise Regularly

To visualize progress, a large world map will be hung near the University Center Equipment Desk marked with CMU locations. Participants will choose a destination, and as they complete their exercise each day, they’ll earn blocks that will get them and others with the same destination a little closer to their goal.

Additional partners include Human Resources, Health Services, Student Life and Enactus, formerly known as the Students In Free Enterprise or SIFE.

Enactus members Kristina Jung (E’15) and Alice Ye (TPR’15) said their goal is to help people know that it’s OK to take a break.

“We need something like this to promote healthy habits. People come to college and develop bad habits. Sleeping is hard,” Ye said.

More and more research studies indicate that taking breaks from mental tasks improves productivity and creativity.

“I like to keep exercise in my weekly routine because it helps me clear my mind,” Jang said.

As part of the event, there will be a series of healthy lifestyle sessions and a 5K run/walk on Sunday, March 3. More details will be available next semester.

This is the second year that Enactus has worked with the Health Campus initiative to start the New Year off with fitness. The students will showcase their outreach efforts at an intercollegiate competition later in the spring.

Stragar said that last year about 200 people participated in tracking their progress. But between 800 to 1,000 people use the recreation and athletics facilities every day. The hope is to increase those numbers through efforts such as this.

CMU employees have full use of university athletic facilities when they present their university ID. Some of the options include:

- Walking Wednesdays @ Noon at the track or in the gym;
- Group X-ercise classes (for a small fee);
- Recreational activities;
- Free classes for staff and faculty at Whitfield Hall Monday through Thursday.

Learn more about the Staff Faculty Fitness program at www.andrew.cmu.edu/StaffFacultyFitness. To sign up for the Fitness d-list, contact Stragar at pls@andrew.cmu.edu.

International Aid

“Chris Menand and I encourage students to explore as many funding sources as possible,” said Jaycie King, coordinator of study abroad and international programs.

“We provide numerous resources on OIE’s website and talk with students about opportunities that may work well for them.”

In addition to the Brave Family Companions Fund, the URO coordinates the International Small Undergraduate Research Grant program. Students may apply for up to $500 in materials and supplies for conducting research abroad.

Numerous alumni have endowed college- or major-specific study abroad scholarships, while some colleges and schools sponsor students’ international travel. Last summer, 52 students received $250 to $900 each through the Tartans Abroad Fund, to which any undergraduate student can apply for study, work, volunteer, research or special projects. Tartans Abroad also supports student groups completing short-term international travel.

“The number of applications to Tartans Abroad has increased over the past several years,” King said. “That makes financial support from OIE, the dean of Student Affairs, vice provost for education, colleges and academic departments more important each year to sustain this opportunity.”

Wing To Join Microsoft Research

Jeannette Wing has announced she will step down as head of the Computer Science Department to join Microsoft Research in January.

She will be vice president and head of Microsoft Research International, with responsibilities for research laboratories in Bangalore, India; Cambridge, UK; and Beijing, China.

A leading figure in computer science research, particularly in formal methods, security and privacy, Wing joined the CMU faculty in 1985 and served in several academic leadership positions before becoming head of CSD in 2004.

“Jeannette has been an important contributor to computer science at CMU,” said Randy Bryant, dean of the School of Computer Science. “Needless to say, we will miss Jeannette’s energy and thoughtful leadership, but all of us wish her the best at Microsoft. I thank her for her many contributions to Carnegie Mellon.”

Friedman Summer Internships Available

Milton and Cynthia Friedman Summer Internships are available to all Carnegie Mellon undergraduate and graduate students from any course of study who would value first-hand policy experience in Washington, D.C. Placement assistance is available as grants of up to $2,500.

The application deadline is Feb. 22.

An information session will be held at 5 p.m., Jan. 17, in the Dowd Room, University Center.

For more information about the internships, see www.cmu.edu/govetl or contact Internship Coordinator Jen Layman at jlayman@cmu.edu or 412-268-1605.

Dietrich College Debuts Humanities Video

Over the past decade, the Dietrich College of Humanities and Social Sciences has strengthened its standing in the humanities. Faculty and students within the departments of English, History, Modern Languages and Philosophy focus on teaching and learning as well as developing useful, practical skills. Often, they cross disciplines to solve real-world problems.

A new video aims to capture the excellence of Dietrich College’s humanities. Starring in the film are professors Caroline Acker, Kenya C. Dwarkin, Timothy J. Haggetti, David Kaufner, Kathy M. Newman, Richard Scheines, and Joe W. Trotter; current Global Studies senior Emi Woodward; and alumnus Zach Harris (DC’07). Check out the video at http://youtu.be/DFdHcQN-Chs.
Pam Wigley

Jon Rubin met the Lovasik family in their Tarentum neighborhood just outside of Pittsburgh, and now he is sharing parts of their lives with strangers from Shanghai.

The Lovasiks aren’t particularly famous, and they don’t have an extraordinary story to tell. But they became part of the associate professor of art’s world when he bought their entire home of possessions at an estate sale earlier this year and transported the 3,000 items to China for the 9th Shanghai Biennial, which began Oct. 2 and runs through Dec. 31.

Organized by independent curator Chelsea Haines and sponsored by The Andy Warhol Museum, the Pittsburgh Pavilion at the 9th Shanghai Biennial explores the life and legacy of one ordinary family in Pittsburgh.

By the end of the biennial, Rubin will have nothing of the Lovasiks left to ship back to the States. Every item, from a mailbox to a recipe holder and family photos to furniture, is for sale. By the end of the exhibition, Rubin will have sold every last piece. He then will purchase the estate of a typical Shanghai family and ship it to Pittsburgh for display at the Warhol Museum next fall. The cultural exchange, Rubin said, will be of interest to people on both sides of the world.

“I think the people of Shanghai are fascinated with what they see as a classic American family’s home, which just happens to be from Pittsburgh,” he said. “And, likewise, I expect that Pittsburghers will be interested in seeing what the Warhol exhibit of a classic Shanghai home entails.”

The biennial is considered to be the highest profile contemporary art event in Shanghai, featuring the primary art show as well as lectures and installations throughout the city.

Rubin was chosen to be part of the biennial by curator Haines, who was familiar with his Conflict Kitchen project. Thirty cities are represented, and Pittsburgh is one of only five in the U.S. The others are Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Brooklyn. Approximately 600,000-800,000 people are expected to tour the biennial exhibits.

That certainly will provide a nice flow of foot traffic for Rubin’s Pittsburgh estate sale, helping to guarantee his purchase of a Shanghai family home to share with all who visit the Warhol exhibit in 2013. The specific exhibition dates will be announced shortly.
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